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Welcome
This is the eighth of the Ordered Universe symposia under the aegis of the Arts and Humanities
Research Council award which provides funding for the project until mid-March 2020. It is also the
24th Ordered Universe symposium in a sequence stretching back to July 2010. This symposium takes
place at Bishop Grosseteste University, Lincoln, in the UK and marks the second time that we have
held a symposium in Grosseteste’s diocese of Lincoln.
The interdisciplinary ethos of the Ordered Universe has developed into an iterative methodology of
reading, listening, discussing and writing together. The core of our activities is a collaborative reading
process that, although constantly evolving, remains simple. Collaborative reading means that every
question is important and every point of view equal (they should also at some point make their way to
the chair of the session!). The aim of the project is to work through Grosseteste’s shorter scientific
treatises (opuscula) and present them in new editions, translations and multi-disciplinary perspectives.
These are the De artibus liberalibus, De generatione sonoroum, De sphera, De impressionibus elementorum, De cometis,
De luce, De motu supercelestium, De motu corporali et luce, De differentiis localibus, De lineis, De natura locorum, De
iride (and the De colore). All will be published by Oxford University Press and the first volume, containing
the De artibus liberalibus and the De generatione sonorum is in process, recently accepted by the press.
2019 has already been a busy year for the project. Work continues on our
six-volume series for Oxford University Press, with the first volume Knowing
and Speaking which presents On the Liberal Arts and On the Generation of Sounds
with the Middle English Seven Liberal Arts, due for publication on November
6th. Compilation of the volume and the publication process has been
another testament to the strength and adaptability of the collaborative ethos
with which the project operates. Since our meeting in Dublin further
science papers have been submitted and accepted to a number of different
journals, including ‘Hand-Foot Coupling: An Advantage for Crossed Legs’
by Joshua Harvey, Hannah Smithson, and Rebekah White in Perception,
which takes its inspiration from Grosseteste’s treatise On the Generation of
Sounds.
Work continues on the second volume in the series: Mapping the Universe, which will centre around the
treatise On the Sphere, which we have decided to produce as a singleton volume. The remaining treatises
will form volumes three to six. We are also bringing together a volume of essays from the project
conference held in April 2018. Two further science papers at advanced stages of completion; these
relate to the treatises On Comets and On the Rainbow. Tim Farrant and Joshua Harvey’s report our
conference at Georgetown University in 2017 has recently appeared in print form as ‘Aspectus and
Affectus: Robert Grosseteste, Understanding, and Feeling’, Bulletin de philosophie médiévale, 59 (2017), 31025.
It is a particular pleasure to be back at Bishop Grosseteste University and Lincoln, with its growing
community of Grosseteste scholars including British Academy Post-Doctoral Research Fellow
Gioacchino Curriello and PhD students Ros Gammie and Adam Foxon. BGU also hosts the lively
Ordered Human Project led by Jack Cunningham and Steve Puttick.

What we are embarked upon this time
The symposium will focus on four treatises, two of which have been discussed before, and two which
have not been, as part of our collaborative reading programme. On Lines, Angles and Shapes, On the Nature
of Places, On Bodily Motion and On Light, and On the Movement of the Celestial Bodies will provide the material
for deliberations. None of the treatises are easy to date, but belong to a period of seemingly intense
intellectual activity on Grosseteste’s part in the 1220s. For the later years of this decade he was, almost
certainly, active at the University of Oxford; he may also have
spent some time during this period at the University of Paris. All
of the treatises speak to a richer and deeper engagement with
Aristotelian and his Islamicate commentators, for example Ibn
Rushd [Averroes] in the On the Movement of the Celestial Bodies. On
Bodily Movement and On Light speaks to Grosseteste’s developing
doctrine of light, and its incorporation into matter. First form and
first matter make their appearance in this treatise; light, as the first
form, is active, causing motion in other bodies. On the Movement of
the Celestial Bodies takes a more metaphysical approach to the
question of the nature and cause of circular motion, framed
principally around Averroes’s commentary on Aristotle’s
Metaphysics. On Lines, Angles, and Shapes and On the Nature of Places
offer a different discussion. In these two treatises, Grosseteste
explores in an interconnected fashion the implications of geometry
for natural movement and natural causation.
All four treatises approach a complex set of questions from
different angles: at the heart of all of them is the search for order
in the universe, that is, for the principles that can make an everchanging world intelligible. On the Movement of Supercelestial Bodies draws heavily on Averroes to explain
and account for the unchanging circular movement of the heavenly spheres, and how this movement
can be caused by an unmoving ultimate mover. On Bodily Movement and On Light seeks a unifying factor
of all bodily movement, and finds it in light. In this way, the rectilinear and changing movements of
sublunary bodies can be linked to the unchanging movements of the luminous bodies of the heavens.
On Lines, Angles, and Shapes provides an account of the geometric principles according to which heavenly
bodies exert causal influence on the world below, while its companion treatise On the Nature of Places
applies these principles to explain how the causal influence of the heavens has different effects in
different places on earth. Reading these treatises together will allow us to penetrate more deeply into
the ways Grosseteste understood the order that governed and connected the supercelestial and
sublunary realms.
We are extremely grateful to Neil Lewis for editing and providing the translation of On Bodily Movement,
and translating On the Movement of Celestial Bodies from the edition by Cecilia Panti. Equal gratitude is
due to Cecilia for her editions of On Lines, Angles, and Shapes and On the Nature of Places and to Sigbjørn
Sønnesyn who translated both treatises.

BEYOND THE HORIZON
Ordered Universe research has inspired a series of artists, working in a variety of different media. One
of our longest-standing partnerships is with Ross Ashton and Karen Monid of The Projection Studio
(www.theprojectionstudio.com). It started with the Durham Lumiere Festival in 2015, and World
Machine, an intriguing blend of medieval and modern cosmology: Grosseteste’s vision of the universe
juxtaposed with modern galaxy modelling from Durham’s Institute of Computational Cosmology. We
have worked subsequently on another five pieces: Spiritus, for the Berlin Light Festival 2016, Cambridge
e-Luminate 2017, Oxford Heritage Night of Light 2017; I-See for Cambridge e-Luminate 2018;
Northern Lights for York Minster 2018; and, most recently Horizon, a co-commission for the Napa Lighted
Art Festival, California 2019 and Light Up Poole in Dorset which also featured Zenith.
Horizon and Zenith take the treatises On the Sphere and On the Six Differences, to create a meditation of the
place of humans within the universe. In Horizon, the first part expounded from Grosseteste’s
construction of the spherical universe and the definition of the horizon, to the structure of the medieval
cosmos, as well as research from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at NASA, drawing on the ECOStress
programme, led by Joshua Fisher. The programme monitors from the International Space Station and
other orbiting satellites how the world’s ecosystems use water. Placing the two projects together in
Horizon allowed the different perspectives of earth-bound contemplation of the furthest horizon and
space-bound observation of earth itself to flow together.
Horizon at Napa was projected onto the Goodman Library, as part of the Lighted Art Festival, playing
to about 50,000 residents and visitors to the city in early January 2019. Ordered Universe also put on
a series of talks about the science and history behind the show, and an exhibition explaining the project
and its other artistic outputs. In this we were joined by glass artists Cate Watkinson and Colin Rennie,
and multi-media sculptor Alexandra Carr, all based in the UK. Our projection and sound
collaborations have exhibited to over a million viewers in the UK, in Europe, and in the USA. What
would the 13th century bishop of Lincoln have made of this? As light and sound are both phenomena
on which he wrote extensively, we can only hope he would be equally as delighted and inspired by the
capacity of such art to project complex ideas and the science of the past and present-day, in accessible,
innovative, and above all, creative ways.

What we have been up to and Upcoming Events

Team members have given a number of university seminars and lectures since our Dublin meeting: at
UC Berkeley, USA; UCL; The Royal College of Art; Università di Roma, Tor Vergata; and Durham
University. We have secured four panel sessions and a round-table discussion at the International
Medieval Congress, University of Leeds in July. Tuesday 2nd marks Grosseteste Day for the congress.
An additional Ordered Universe conference will take place at the University of York later in July with
papers on On the Sphere. Ordered Universe research will feature at two conferences at Durham
University, on editorial projects and for the inauguration of the Residential Research Library.

One of the core activities for the Ordered Universe comes in the form of outreach to schools within
the award-wining OxNet Access Scheme. The scheme operates through hub schools based in London
and the North West, and aims to bring university learning to schools, to encourage and nurture the
curiosity for further study. We have been working closely with the scheme in the new hub centre for
the North East at Southmoor Academy in Sunderland. A six-week seminar course with sessions on
Cosmology, Physics, Psychology, Translation, Creative Arts and History and Religion, was followed
by a residential Easter School. This took place in Durham, led by Sarah Gilbert, and involved a day
working with medieval manuscripts, a morning with the Institutes of Computational Cosmology and
Particle Physics Phenomenology, and presentations from the students, alongside talks, literary drama,
and a collaborative reading of Grosseteste’s treatise On Colour. The Summer School in Oxford awaits!

Bishop Grosseteste University
Campus Map

Monday 13 May
Eliot Room, Constance Stewart Hall

13.00–14.00

Coffee/Tea – General Gathering

14.00–14.15

Welcomes

14.15–15.30

Session 1

15.30–15.45

Break

15.45–17.15

Session 2

Collaborative Reading of De lineis: Part II

17.30–18.30

Excursus

‘Grosseteste, Pseudo-Dionysisu, Dr Gioacchino Curiello, Bishop
and Pastoral Care’
Grosseteste University

19.00

Dinner

Professor Giles Gasper, Dr Jack Cunningham, Professor Scott
Fleming - Deputy VC
Collaborative Reading of De lineis: Part I

PARTICIPANTS Gasper, Sønnesyn, Tanner, Falk, Harvey, Cunningham, Polloni, Curiello, White, Panti, Lewis,
Foxon, Gammie, McLeish, Smithson, Siviour, Gilbert [17]

Tuesday 14 May
Eliot Room, Constance Stewart Hall
08.45–09.15

Coffee/Tea

09.15–10.45

Session
3
Break

Collaborative Reading of De lineis: Part III

Session
4
Lunch

Collaborative Reading of De natura locorum: Part I

Session
5
Break

Collaborative Reading of De natura locorum: Part II

Session
6
Break

Collaborative Reading of De natura locorum: Part III

10.45–11.05
11.05–12.35
12.45–13.45
13.45–15.15
15.15–15.30
15.30–16.30
16.30–18.00
18.00–19.00
19.30

Public Lecture: ‘Creation and the World Machine: 13th Century Science and
Theology’
Bishop Grosseteste University
Professor
Cecilia
Panti,
Dr
Sigbjørn Sønnesyn, and Professor Giles E. M. Gasper
Dinner

PARTICIPANTS Gasper, Sønnesyn, Tanner, Falk, Harvey, Cunningham, Polloni, Curiello, White, Panti, Lewis,
Foxon, Gammie, McLeish [not for dinner], Smithson, Siviour, Gilbert [17; 16 evening]

Wednesday 15 May
Eliot Room, Constance Stewart Hall
09.00–9.30

Coffee/Tea

10.00–11.30

Session 7 Collaborative Reading of De motu corporali: Part I

11.30–11.45

Break

11.45–13.00

Session 8 Collaborative Reading of De motu coporali: Part II

13.00–14.00

Lunch

14.00–15.30

Session 9 Collaborative Reading of De motu corporali: Part III

15.30–15.45

Break

15.45–17.00

Session
10
Dinner

19.00

Collaborative Reading of the De motu supercelestium: Part I

PARTICIPANTS Gasper, Sønnesyn, Tanner, Falk, Harvey, Cunningham, Polloni, Curiello, White, Panti, Lewis,
Foxon, Gammie, Smithson, Siviour, Gilbert [16]

Thursday 16 May
Eliot Room, Constance Stewart Hall
09.00–09.30

Coffee

09.30–11.00

Session 11

11.00–11.30

Break

11.30–13.00

Session 12

13.00–14.00

Lunch and depart

Collaborative Reading of De motu supercelestium: Part II

Collaborative Reading of De motu supercelestium: Part III

PARTICIPANTS Gasper, Sønnesyn, Tanner, Falk, Harvey, Cunningham, Polloni, Curiello, White, Panti, Lewis,
Foxon, Gammie, McLeish, Smithson, Siviour, Gilbert [17]
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2)
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Dr Rebekah White (University of Oxford)
Professor Cecilia Panti (Università di Roma, Tor Vergata)
Professor Hannah Smithson (University of Oxford
Professor Tom McLeish (University of York)
Professor Neil Lewis (Georgetown University)
Dr Gioacchino Curiello (Bishop Grosseteste University)
Professor Brian Tanner (Durham University)
Professor Clive Siviour (University of Oxford)
Dr Jack Cunningham (Bishop Grosseteste University)
Adam Foxon (Bishop Grosseteste University)
Dr Sigbjørn Sønnesyn (Durham University)
Dr Nicola Polloni (Humboldt University, Berlin)
Ros Gammie (Bishop Grosseteste University)
Dr Seb Falk (University of Cambridge)
Joshua Harvey (University of Oxford)
Professor Giles Gasper (Durham University)
Dr Sarah Gilbert (Durham University)

Psychology
Philosophy
Psychology/Vision Science
Physics
Philosophy
Theology
Physics
Engineering
Theology/Church History
Theology
History
History
Theology
History and Philosophy of Science
Psychology and Engineering
History
History
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